Simulation method for study on outcoupling characteristics of stratified anisotropic OLEDs.
We derive explicit power dissipation functions for stratified anisotropic OLEDs based on a radiation model of dipole antennas inside anisotropic microcavity. The dipole field expressed by vector potential is expanded into plane waves whose coefficients are determined by scattering matrix method, and then an explicit expression is derived to calculate the energy flux through arbitrary interfaces. Taking advantage of the formulation, we can easily perform quantitative analysis on outcoupling characteristics of stratified anisotropic OLEDs, including outcoupling efficiency, normalized decay rate and angular emission profile. Simulations are carried out on a prototypic stratified OLED structure to verify the validity and capability of the proposed model. The dependencies of the outcoupling characteristics on various emission feature parameters, including dipole position, dipole orientation, and the intrinsic radiative quantum efficiency, are comprehensively evaluated and discussed. Results demonstrate that the optical anisotropy in different organic layers has nonnegligible influences on the far-field angular emission profile as well as outcoupling efficiency, and thereby highlight the necessity of our method. The proposed model can be expected to guide the optimal design of stratified anisotropic OLED devices, and help to solve the inverse outcoupling problem for determining the emission feature parameters.